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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Varenicline (VAR) is an effective
smoking-cessation therapy compared to the
commonly used nicotine-replacement therapy
patch (NRT-P). However, comparative real-
world evidence on smoking-cessation therapies
is limited, especially for economic outcomes.
Methods: Using national claims databases
(2012–2016) in the United States (US), adults
initiating VAR or NRT-P without use of any
other smoking-cessation products were fol-
lowed for up to 1 year on a quarterly basis.
Outcomes included smoking-attributable (SA)

(cardiovascular, diabetes, pulmonary diseases,
and smoking cessation) and all-cause costs
(2017 US dollars). Adjusted mean costs were
estimated from multivariable regressions, with
baseline characteristics and propensity scores as
covariates. Annual adjusted costs were calcu-
lated from quarterly averages.
Results: The VAR cohort (n = 209,284) was
younger (mean age 46.7 vs. 49.0 years) and had
fewer comorbidities [mean Charlson Comor-
bidity Index (CCI): 0.8 vs. 1.6] than the NRT-P
cohort (n = 34,593). After adjustment, VAR
cohort had lower SA and all-cause medical costs
than NRT-P cohort in Quarters 1–4 (Q1–Q4) of
follow-up, and had lower SA and all-cause total
costs in Q2–Q4. Annually, VAR cohort had
higher SA total costs ($307) and lower all-cause
costs (- $2089) than NRT-P cohort. Annual
medical costs were lower in VAR cohort (- $640
for SA and - $2876 for all-cause), and pharmacy
costs were higher ($762 for SA and $777 for all-
cause). In adherent patients (VAR: n = 38,744;
NRT-P: n = 2702), VAR patients had lower
annual medical costs (- $794 for SA and
- $1636 for all-cause) and higher pharmacy
costs ($1175 for SA and $1269 for all-cause);
differences in SA and all-cause total costs were
not statistically significant between treatment
groups.
Conclusions: Lower SA and all-cause medical
costs associated with the use of VAR versus NRT-
P resulted in savings in all-cause total costs and,
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among adherent patients, potentially offset the
high pharmacy costs of VAR.
Funding: Pfizer, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Cigarette smoking is the leading cause of pre-
ventable disease and death in the United States
(US); it affects more than 16 million people and
accounts for one in five deaths every year [1].
Although it has been estimated that current
smoking declined from 20.9% in 2005 to 15.5%
in 2016, the prevalence of smoking has not
changed significantly [1]. In 2016, more than 15
out of 100 adults were current smokers [1].
Smoking affects nearly every organ of the body
and results in a significant risk of developing
heart disease, stroke, and lung cancer [2]. It is
estimated that smoking increases the risk of
coronary heart disease and stroke by two to four
times, and the risk of lung cancer by 25 times in
men and 25.7 times in women [2]. Smoking
causes approximately 90% of all lung cancer
deaths and 80% of all deaths from chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [3, 4]. It
imposes a significant economic burden on
society as well as due to increased healthcare
resource use (HCRU) and absenteeism. Cigarette
smoking accounts for more than US$300 billion
(2017 US dollars) each year in related illness,
comprising approximately $170 billion in direct
medical care costs and $156 billion in lost pro-
ductivity [2, 5].

Smoking cessation has immediate and long-
term health benefits. Even 3 months of not
smoking can improve a person’s health status,
and quitting can reduce the risk for a heart
attack within 1 year [6]. Based on US nationally
representative databases, healthcare expendi-
tures of former smokers are 70% lower than for
current smokers [7], and improvement in work
productivity was observed even in recent quit-
ters [8]. Despite the substantial benefits and
sufficient availability of smoking-cessation
interventions, there was a modest increase in
the prevalence of past-year quit attempts (from

49.2 to 55.4%) and recent smoking cessation
(from 5.7 to 7.4%) in 2000–2015 [9, 10].

Varenicline (VAR; CHANTIX�) is a nicotinic
receptor partial agonist that was approved as an
aid to smoking cessation in the US in May 2006;
it is one of seven first-line medications recom-
mended to treat tobacco use by the US Public
Health Service guidelines [11]. In clinical trials,
VAR has demonstrated greater efficacy than
other single formulations of smoking-cessation
therapies [12]. According to the 2016 Cochrane
Systematic Review, the number needed to treat
for one additional successful outcome was 11
for VAR [95% confidence interval (CI): 9–13], 22
for bupropion (95% CI 18–28), and 23 (95% CI
20–25) for all types of nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT), using various comparators
available in the literature [13]. Studies on eco-
nomic evaluations of smoking-cessation thera-
pies have also demonstrated the superiority of
VAR [15]. In a decision–analysis model of vari-
ous US healthcare payers, use of VAR led to
immediate healthcare cost savings compared
with bupropion and savings within 2 years
compared with nicotine patches or no aids [15].

In addition to the substantial evidence on
the clinical efficacy of VAR, several population-
based health studies have assessed its real-world
effectiveness [16–30]. The abstinence rate asso-
ciated with VAR was moderately higher (ap-
proximately 30%) than that of the NRT patch
and marginally higher (approximately 8%) than
combination NRT within 6 months, based on
data from national smoking-cessation programs
in the United Kingdom (UK) and Taiwan
[31, 32]. In a recent, large, prospective cohort
study of electronic medical records from 654
general practices in the UK, patients who initi-
ated VAR were more likely to be abstinent up to
4 years than those initiating NRT [27]. Data on
the comparative effectiveness of VAR versus
other smoking-cessation therapies in the US
were from specific smoking-cessation programs
or local health centers. In the Montana Tobacco
Quit Line program, participants using VAR
(n = 3116) were more likely to be abstinent than
those using NRT (n = 3697) at 3 and 6 months
of treatment [16]. Other studies in the US, based
on smaller study samples (n\1000) have found
no difference in the abstinence rate associated
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with VAR versus other smoking-cessation ther-
apies [19, 25].

The translation of clinical differences among
smoking-cessation therapies on HCRU and costs
has yet to be addressed in the literature. Some
studies assessed the impact of smoking cessa-
tion in terms of hospitalization and/or mortal-
ity [18, 33, 34]. For example, the risk of
hospitalization due to acute myocardial infarc-
tion and other acute coronary heart disease
diagnoses fell after use of an NRT product or
VAR among Massachusetts Medicaid enrollees
[35]. To our knowledge, only a few studies have
examined healthcare costs as outcome measures
in smoking cessation [36, 37]. Using data from
the Medical University of South Carolina, a
recent study found that charges for hospital-
ization, emergency room (ER), and ambulatory
surgery visits of patients receiving a Tobacco
Dependence Treatment Service (TDTS) were
$7299 lower during the year after admission
compared to those for patients without TDTS
[36]. In a group of patients with COPD who
were treated in routine clinical practice in
Spain, current smokers were found to have sig-
nificantly higher HCRU and costs than former
smokers [37].

The economic impact of smoking-cessation
therapies has yet to be evaluated via compara-
tive analysis in real-world practices in the US.
Thus, the objective of this study was to compare
smoking-attributable (SA) and all-cause health-
care costs among smokers who were prescribed
VAR versus a commonly used NRT patch in the
US using a national administrative claims
dataset.

METHODS

Data Source

The Truven Health MarketScan� Commercial
Claims and Encounters and Medicare Supple-
mental databases were used. The combined
dataset contains administrative claims and eli-
gibility records of approximately 30 million
commercially insured individuals and their
dependents, as well as approximately 3 million
enrollees in Medicare supplemental plans each

year in the US. Besides patient information on
age, gender, geographical region, health insur-
ance payer type, employment status, and
monthly enrollment status, the data contain
detailed information on medical claims (i.e.,
inpatient and outpatient), including but not
limited to date and duration of services, provi-
der type, payments, and pharmacy claims,
including but not limited to quantities supplied
and paid amounts of drugs. All databases are
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act compliant. Since this study utilized de-
identified administrative claims, institutional
review board approval was not required.

Study Design and Sample Selection

A retrospective cohort study with intent-to-treat
design was implemented. Patients with phar-
macy claims for VAR or NRT patch from January
2012 through December 2016 were identified.
The first pharmacy claim defined the index
therapy (VAR cohort or NRT patch cohort) and
the index date. In this study, the smoking-ces-
sation therapies were those prescribed in out-
patient settings, unless otherwise specified.

The baseline period covered 6 months before
the index date, and data in the follow-up period
were examined on a quarterly basis up to 1 year
or the end of continuous enrollment in health
plans, whichever came first (Fig. 1). Patients
were not required to have at least 1 year of fol-
low-up to avoid potential implications from
immortal time bias (i.e., only patients with long
survival were included in the study).

Patients were included in the study if they
were at least 18 years old at the index date, had
continuous enrollment in health plans (medical
and pharmacy) from 6 months before to
3 months after the index date; and had positive
days supplied for VAR or NRT patch (but not
both) at the index date. Patients were further
required to only use their index therapy, with-
out pharmacy claims for any other smoking-
cessation therapies (including bupropion and
NRT gum, inhaler, lozenge, or nasal spray) in
baseline or follow-up periods. The resulting
study sample was referred to as the ‘‘initiator
population’’. An ‘‘adherent population’’ of VAR
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or NRT patch users was further identified if
patients had a medication possession ratio of
the index therapy (calculated as total days sup-
plied divided by 90 days) of at least 80% in the
first quarter of follow-up.

Study Measures

Patient characteristics were assessed during the
baseline period or as of the index date. Demo-
graphic characteristics at the index date inclu-
ded age, gender, geographic region, residential
setting, health plan type, and year of therapy
initiation. Clinical characteristics assessed dur-
ing the baseline period included Charlson
Comorbidity Index (CCI) [38], diagnosis of
specific conditions (as listed in Table 1), use of
smoking-cessation counseling, and occurrence
of hospitalization. The healthcare costs incurred
during the baseline period were also examined.

The study outcomes were SA and all-cause
healthcare costs incurred during each quarter of
the defined follow-up period. Total all-cause
costs included all medical and pharmacy claims
paid by patients and commercial insurers. All-
cause medical costs were further stratified by
healthcare settings of outpatient, inpatient, or
ER services.

SA healthcare costs included medical and
pharmacy costs to treat SA conditions and costs
for smoking cessation. The SA conditions,
adapted from the 2014 Surgeon General’s
Report on the health consequences of smoking
[2], included cardiovascular diseases (heart dis-
ease: coronary, pulmonary, rheumatic, and
other; arterial disease: cerebrovascular,
atherosclerosis, aortic aneurysm, and other),
diabetes mellitus, and pulmonary conditions
(acute conditions of influenza, pneumonia,

tuberculous, and COPD). Total SA costs inclu-
ded SA medical costs (which covered inpatient
claims with a primary diagnosis of an SA con-
dition, outpatient and ER claims with any
diagnosis of an SA condition, and medical
claims for smoking counseling visits), and SA
pharmacy costs [which covered smoking-cessa-
tion therapies (i.e., index therapy) and treat-
ments for SA conditions].

All conditions and specific services were
identified through International Classification
of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modifica-
tion (ICD-9-CM), International Classification of
Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-10-CM), Current Procedural Terminology
(CPT), and Healthcare Common Procedure
Coding System (HCPCS) codes (listed in
Table S1). Costs were adjusted to 2017 dollars
using the US Medical Care Consumer Price
Index.

Statistical Analysis

The study measures were compared between
cohorts using Student’s t test for continuous
variables and the Chi square test for categorical
variables. The association between healthcare
costs in each quarter of follow-up and index
therapy was assessed by multivariable regression
models. Nearly 10% or[10% of quarters in
each cohort had patients with zero total all-
cause or SA costs, respectively. Thus a two-part
model, which has been commonly used to
handle overabundance of zero values, was
implemented [39]. Specifically, costs were
modeled as E(y) = prob(y[ 0) 9 E(y|y[ 0) ?
prob(y = 0) 9 0 = prob(y[ 0) 9 E(y|y[0), with
E(y) as expected costs, prob(y[ 0) as probability
of incurring any costs, and E(y|y[0) as

Fig. 1 Study periods
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Table 1 Patient characteristics of the initiator and adherent study populations

Patient characteristicsa Initiator population Adherent population

Varenicline
(n = 209,284)

NRT patch
(n = 34,593)

Varenicline
(n = 38,744)

NRT patch
(n = 2702)

Age 46.7 (11.9) 49.0 (13.1) 48.9 (11.1) 51.3 (12.2)

Male 106,103 (50.7%) 16,557 (47.9%) 19,930 (51.4%) 1385 (51.3%)NS

Health plan out-of-network coverage

Covered 21,242 (10.1%) 5833 (16.9%) 3669 (9.5%) 369 (13.7%)

Not covered 145,127 (69.3%) 21,931 (63.4%) 26,699 (68.9%) 1759 (65.1%)

Other/missing 42,915 (20.5%) 6829 (19.7%) 8376 (21.6%) 574 (21.2%)

Region

Northeast 37,621 (18.0%) 9650 (27.9%) 6950 (17.9%) 783 (29.0%)

North Central 59,193 (28.3%) 10,248 (29.6%) 11,034 (28.5%) 821 (30.4%)

South 81,008 (38.7%) 9732 (28.1%) 14,752 (38.1%) 708 (26.2%)

West 28,534 (13.6%) 4626 (13.4%) 5527 (14.3%) 365 (13.5%)

Unknown/missing 2928 (1.4%) 337 (1.0%) 481 (1.2%) 25 (0.9%)

Residence type, urban 173,208 (82.8%) 28,329 (81.9%) 32,306 (83.4%) 2206 (81.6%)

Index year

2012 35,692 (17.1%) 2674 (7.7%) 6165 (15.9%) 214 (7.9%)

2013 57,631 (27.5%) 5838 (16.9%) 9874 (25.5%) 420 (15.5%)

2014 48,454 (23.2%) 7918 (22.9%) 8923 (23.0%) 627 (23.2%)

2015 37,392 (17.9%) 9466 (27.4%) 7296 (18.8%) 764 (28.3%)

2016 30,115 (14.4%) 8697 (25.1%) 6486 (16.7%) 677 (25.1%)

Specific conditions

Tobacco dependence 50,117 (23.9%) 13,353 (38.6%) 9413 (24.3%) 1017 (37.6%)

SA conditions 71,030 (33.9%) 19,877 (57.5%) 14,412 (37.2%) 1575 (58.3%)

Cardiovascular diseases 21,736 (10.4%) 7716 (22.3%) 4673 (12.1%) 647 (23.9%)

Diabetes mellitus 18,057 (8.6%) 4514 (13.0%) 4141 (10.7%) 377 (14.0%)

Pulmonary conditions 20,990 (10.0%) 6340 (18.3%) 4260 (11.0%) 531 (19.7%)

Neuropsychiatric

conditions

32,109 (15.3%) 10,838 (31.3%) 6128 (15.8%) 795 (29.4%)

Cancer (excluding skin

cancer)

5104 (2.4%) 1678 (4.9%) 1075 (2.8%) 137 (5.1%)

CCI 0.8 (1.3) 1.6 (2.1) 0.9 (1.4) 1.5 (2.0)
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expected costs given any costs. In this study, the
model was specified as a logistic regression on
the probability of incurring any costs in a
quarter and, among quarters with any costs
incurred, a generalized linear model (with
gamma distribution and log link) on quarterly
costs. In each regression of the two-part model,
the generalized estimation equation (GEE)
technique was implemented to the entire study
sample to control for correlations between
outcomes in multiple quarters of a patient [40].

All regressions were modeled as a function of
interactions between index therapy and
sequential quarter number [i.e., VAR vs. NRT
patch with follow-up in Quarter 1 (Q1), Quarter
2 (Q2), Quarter 3 (Q3), and Quarter 4 (Q4),
respectively] and were adjusted for the follow-
ing baseline characteristics: demographics, CCI,
diagnosis of specific conditions [cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes mellitus, pulmonary condi-
tions, neuropsychiatric conditions, malignancy
(excluding skin cancer), and tobacco depen-
dence], use of smoking-cessation counseling,

Table 1 continued

Patient characteristicsa Initiator population Adherent population

Varenicline
(n = 209,284)

NRT patch
(n = 34,593)

Varenicline
(n = 38,744)

NRT patch
(n = 2702)

Any smoking-cessation

counseling

9842 (4.7%) 2116 (6.1%) 1910 (4.9%) 176 (6.5%)

Any SA hospitalization 2694 (1.3%) 3290 (9.5%) 623 (1.6%) 273 (10.1%)

Any all-cause

hospitalization

8140 (3.9%) 8851 (25.6%) 1621 (4.2%) 615 (22.8%)

SA costs

Total costs $1226 ($7030) $5519 ($20,586) $1564 ($7922) $6950 ($30,770)

Medical costs $936 ($6856) $5133 ($20,444) $1170 ($7709) $6466 ($30,664)

Outpatient costs $403 ($3333) $980 ($5406) $486 ($3393) $1126 ($7091)

Inpatient/ER costs $532 ($5467) $4153 ($18,891) $684 ($6248) $5339 ($29,335)

Pharmacy costs $290 ($945) $386 ($1238) $394 ($1162) $485 ($1371)

All-cause costs

Total costs $5281 ($15,141) $17,421 ($38,099) $5927 ($15,598) $18,442 ($48,293)

Medical costs $4162 ($14,131) $15,893 ($37,230) $4580 ($14,678) $16,588 ($47,639)

Outpatient costs $2536 ($8695) $4722 ($13,859) $2742 ($8217) $4451 ($12,075)

Inpatient/ER costs $1625 ($9702) $11,171 ($31,858) $1839 ($10,668) $12,138 ($44,238)

Pharmacy costs $1119 ($4222) $1528 ($5872) $1347 ($4075) $1853 ($5722)

Number of quarters in

follow-up

3.2 (1.2) 3.0 (1.2) 3.2 (1.2) 3.0 (1.2)

NS indicates p[ 0.05; all differences between VAR and NRT patch cohort were statistically significant at 0.05 level, unless
noted otherwise
CCI Charlson Comorbidity Index, ER emergency room, NRT nicotine-replacement therapy, NS not significant, SA
smoking-attributable
a n (%) were reported for categorical/binary variables, and mean (standard deviation) were reported for continuous variables
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occurrence of hospitalization (SA or all-cause,
corresponding to study outcomes), and health-
care costs corresponding to study outcomes
(e.g., baseline SA medical costs were included as
covariate for regressions on quarterly SA medi-
cal costs in follow-up). Propensity scores (i.e.,
the predicted probability to be treated by the
index therapy) were also included in the
regressions as one covariate. These scores were
estimated using logistic regression, with the
index therapy as the outcome variable, adjust-
ing for baseline variables (as listed in Table S3).
The number of quarters in follow-up was also
considered in the propensity score estimation in
an attempt to balance the duration of follow-up
between cohorts.

Based on the regression results, the adjusted
costs associated with the use of VAR or NRT
patch in each quarter of follow-up were calcu-
lated by assuming all patients with enrollment
in the quarter were in the VAR or NRT patch
cohort, respectively. The differences in mean
adjusted costs per patient in each quarter were
calculated, and the 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) were estimated using 1000 times of bias-
corrected bootstraps [39]. The quarterly aver-
ages per patient were calculated as the sum of
costs over the follow-up period of all patients as
if they were in the VAR or NRT patch cohort,
respectively, divided by the sum of the follow-
up duration (in quarters) of all patients. The
quarterly averages then were multiplied by four
to estimate the average costs the patients would
incur if they had 1 year of follow-up (i.e.,
adjusted annual costs) and differences between
cohorts. The analyses were applied to both the
initiator and adherent populations. All analyses
were conducted using SAS v.9.4 (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA).

Sensitivity Analysis

To assess the robustness of study results, sensi-
tivity analyses were conducted by applying
propensity score matching. Due to the sample
size, patients in the VAR cohort were matched
to patients in the NRT patch cohort using a 2:1
ratio. Similar patient characteristics, as consid-
ered in the main analysis, were used to estimate

the propensity scores (Table S3). The balance
between cohorts after matching was assessed by
standardized difference, which was calculated as
the mean or proportion difference divided by
the pooled standard deviation. A standardized
difference\10% has been understood to indi-
cate a negligible difference in the mean or
prevalence of a covariate between cohorts [41].
The healthcare costs, annualized for each
patient, were compared between matched
cohorts. This approach was also applied to a
subgroup of patients with at least 12 months of
follow-up.

Compliance with Ethics Guidelines

This article does not contain any studies with
human participants or animals performed by
any of the authors.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics

The study sample included 209,284 VAR initiators
and 34,593 NRT patch initiators who met the
sample selection criteria (Fig. 2). Among them,
the adherent population was identified in 18.5%
(n = 38,744) of the VAR cohort and 7.8%
(n = 2702) of the NRT patch cohort. The patient
characteristics of the two cohorts differed signifi-
cantly in many aspects (Table 1). In the initiator
population, patients in the VAR cohort were
younger [mean age (standard deviation) 46.7
(11.9) vs. 49.0 (13.1) years, p\0.05]; more likely
to be males (50.7% vs. 47.9%); to have a health
plan without out-of-network coverage (69.3% vs.
63.4%); and to be from the south (38.7% vs.
28.1%, all p\0.05). The VAR cohort also had
longer follow-up compared with the NRT patch
cohort (mean quarters 3.2 vs. 3.0, p\0.05).

Patients in the VAR cohort had fewer comor-
bidities than those in the NRT patch cohort.
During baseline for the initiator population, the
VAR cohort had a lower CCI and lower prevalence
of any SA conditions, tobacco dependence, neu-
ropsychiatric (NPS) conditions, and cancer than
the NRT patch cohort (Table 1; all p\0.05). VAR
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initiators also had lower baseline HCRU (includ-
ing any use of smoking-cessation counseling, and
any SA and all-cause hospitalization) and health-
care costs (including SA and all-cause total costs,
and all cost categories) than NRT patch initiators
(all p\0.05).

No noticeable differences in patient charac-
teristics were observed between the adherent
and initiator populations. The differences
between the VAR and NRT cohorts in the ini-
tiator population were also observed in the
adherent population, except for the gender
distribution, which was similar between cohorts
of adherent users.

Healthcare Costs during Follow-up

The quarterly healthcare costs by setting with-
out any adjustment are summarized in Table S2,

and the regression coefficients on treatment
cohort (VAR vs. NRT patch) in the two-part
models are presented in Table S4. The mean
differences in adjusted costs between the VAR
cohort versus the NRT patch cohort in each
quarter during follow-up are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Similar trends over time were demonstrated in
the initiator and adherent populations,
although with varying statistical significance—
the VAR cohort had lower medical costs (SA and
all-cause) than the NRT patch cohort through-
out the year, especially in Q2–Q4; had signifi-
cantly higher pharmacy costs in Q1; and had
higher total costs in Q1 but lower total costs in
Q2–Q4. These results signal early economic
benefits of VAR over the NRT patch in medical
cost offset.

In the initiator population, the SA medical
costs in the VAR cohort were lower than those

Fig. 2 Sample selection of patients in initiator and adherent populations. NRT nicotine-replacement therapy, RX
prescription, MPR medication possession ratio, VAR varenicline
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for the NRT patch cohort in Q1–Q4 (all
p\0.05); SA pharmacy costs were higher in the
VAR cohort throughout the year (all p\0.05),
especially in Q1 (Fig. 3). These trends led to SA
total costs among initiators of VAR being higher
than those for NRT patch in Q1 but lower in
Q2–Q4 (all p\0.05). The VAR initiators also
had lower all-cause medical costs than NRT
initiators throughout the year (Q1–Q4, all
p\0.05), but their pharmacy costs were higher
in Q1 (p\ 0.05), with no significant differences
between cohorts in Q2–Q4. As a result, the all-
cause total costs were lower in the VAR cohort
than the NRT patch cohort in Q2–Q4, with no
difference between cohorts in Q1. While, in the
adherent population, the VAR cohort had lower

medical costs (SA and all-cause) in Q2–Q4 and
higher all-cause total costs in Q1 (all p\ 0.05)
than the NRT patch cohort.

The annual adjusted costs and differences
between cohorts, estimated from the quarterly
average per patient per year, are reported in
Fig. 4. Use of VAR, as compared to the NRT
patch, was associated with $640 (or 23%) lower
SA medical costs ($2164 vs. $2803) and $2876
(21%) lower all-cause medical costs ($11,049 vs.
$13,925) during the first year of initiation (all
p\0.05). The savings in medical costs associ-
ated with use of VAR versus the NRT patch were
reflected by lower annual outpatient costs [$210
(16%) lower for SA and $1505 (19%) lower for
all-cause] and inpatient/ER costs [$471 (31%)

Fig. 3 Adjusted cost differences (varenicline vs. NRT
patch) by quarter. Adjusted differences between the VAR
and NRT patch cohorts and the 95% CI are presented;
adjusted costs in each quarter were estimated from
multivariable regression models, adjusting for the following
baseline characteristics—demographics, CCI, diagnosis of
specific conditions [cardiovascular diseases, diabetes

mellitus, pulmonary conditions, neuropsychiatric condi-
tions, malignancy (excluding skin cancer), and tobacco
dependence], use of smoking-cessation counseling, occur-
rence of hospitalization (SA or all cause, corresponding to
study outcomes), healthcare costs (corresponding to study
outcomes)—and propensity scores. RX pharmacy, SA
smoking-attributable, VAR varenicline
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lower for SA and $1538 (25%) lower for all-
cause, all p\ 0.05]. The annual pharmacy costs
were higher in the VAR cohort than the NRT
patch cohort [$762 (113%) higher for SA and
$777 or (32%) higher for all-cause, all p\0.05].
The resulting total SA healthcare costs were
$307 (9%) higher annually ($3738 vs. $3431)
for VAR users compared with NRT patch users,
but total all-cause healthcare costs were $2089
(13%) lower annually ($14,486 vs. $16,576, all
p\0.05). In the adherent population, use of
VAR versus the NRT patch was also associated
with savings in medical costs annually [$794
(25%) lower for SA and $1636 (13%) lower for
all-cause] and higher pharmacy costs (all

p\0.05). The differences in annual total SA
and all-cause healthcare costs between cohorts
of adherent users were not statistically
significant.

Sensitivity Analysis

All propensity score-matched cohorts were bal-
anced as measured by\10% of standardized
differences in patient characteristics (Table S5).
Compared to NRT patch patients (n = 26,550),
the matched VAR patients (n = 53,100) had
lower annualized all-cause medical ($13,045 vs.
$15,583) and total costs ($17,375 vs. $18,688,

Fig. 4 Adjusted annual costs. *P value\ 0.05; difference
between cohorts may not be exact due to rounding;
adjusted annual costs, estimated as four times the quarterly
average of adjusted costs per patient, showed the average
costs would incur if the patients had 1 year of follow-up;
adjusted costs in each quarter were estimated from
multivariable regression models, adjusting for the following
baseline characteristics—demographics, CCI, diagnosis of
specific conditions [cardiovascular diseases, diabetes

mellitus, pulmonary conditions, neuropsychiatric condi-
tions, malignancy (excluding skin cancer), and tobacco
dependence], use of smoking-cessation counseling, occur-
rence of hospitalization (SA or all cause, corresponding to
study outcomes), healthcare costs (corresponding to study
outcomes)—and propensity scores. ER emergency room,
NRT nicotine replacement therapy, RX pharmacy, SA
smoking-attributable, VAR varenicline
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all p\0.05) (Table 2). The annualized SA med-
ical costs were lower ($2598 vs. $2990), but the
annualized SA total costs were higher in the
matched VAR cohort versus the NRT patch
cohort ($4433 vs. $3891, all p\0.05). Similar
results were found among matched cohorts
with at least 12 months of follow-up (VAR:
n = 29,408; NRT patch: n = 14,704), while the
difference in SA total costs between cohorts was
not statistically significant. In the adherent
population, the VAR cohort (n = 5048), as
compared to the matched NRT patch cohort
(n = 2524), had lower annualized all-cause
medical costs ($17,265 vs. $20,910); among
those with at least 12 months of follow-up
(VAR: n = 2104; NRT patch: n = 1052), the VAR
cohort had higher annualized SA total costs
($5234 vs. $3863, all p\0.05).

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first comparative
analysis exploring the economic impact of

using VAR versus NRT patch in US general
practices. After adjusting for differences in
patient characteristics between cohorts, VAR
initiators had lower medical costs (SA and all-
cause) than NRT patch initiators throughout
the year, especially in Q2–Q4; however, their
pharmacy costs were noticeably higher in Q1.
Overall, use of VAR versus the NRT patch was
associated with lower [$2089 (13%)] all-cause
total healthcare costs but higher [$307 (9%)] SA
total costs during the year after initiation.
Among adherent users, the differences in
annual total costs (SA and all-cause) between
cohorts were not statistically significant.

Assessing the comparative economic out-
comes associated with the use of different
pharmacotherapies is important in decision-
making for healthcare providers, as well as for
private and public healthcare payers. Although
VAR has demonstrated real-world effectiveness
compared with NRT, the costs of VAR were
much higher (1-month supply was around $300
for VAR and around $30 for the NRT patch).

Table 2 Sensitivity analysis: annual costs in follow-up after propensity score matching

Study sample in main analysis
after matching

Subgroup with ‡ 12 months of follow-up
after matching

Initiator
population

Varenicline
(n = 53,100)

NRT Patch
(n = 26,550)

Varenicline
(n = 29,408)

NRT Patch
(n = 14,704)

SA total costs $4433 ($21,710) $3891 ($19,085)* $3998 ($15,535) $3894 ($15,622)

SA medical costs $2598 ($21,281) $2990 ($18,699)* $2511 ($14,999) $2998 ($15,187)*

All-cause total costs $17,375 ($48,677) $18,688 ($58,133)* $16,207 ($37,872) $17,861 ($46,277)*

All-cause medical costs $13,045 ($46,512) $15,583 ($55,979)* $12,218 ($34,761) $14,577 ($43,345)*

Adherent
population

Varenicline
(n = 5048)

NRT patch
(n = 2524)

Varenicline
(n = 2104)

NRT patch
(n = 1052)

SA total costs $7506 ($26,296) $7014 ($32,067) $5234 ($20,042) $3863 ($14,427)*

SA medical costs $4285 ($25,494) $5439 ($31,566) $2979 ($19,285) $2659 ($14,020)

All-cause total costs $23,417 ($60,732) $25,491 ($66,265) $17,560 ($35,943) $15,346 ($30,563)

All-cause medical costs $17,265 ($55,540) $20,910 ($64,123)* $12,209 ($32,152) $11,533 ($27,590)

Mean (standard deviation) were reported for continuous variables
NRT nicotine replacement therapy, SA smoking-attributable
*p value\ 0.05
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Thus, there was a need to investigate the cost
impact of using VAR in general practices in the
US. Our study provided evidence that smokers
using VAR incurred lower healthcare costs than
those using the NRT patch. Further research is
warranted to assess the economic impact of VAR
from different perspectives.

Our study not only estimated the overall
economic impact of using VAR during the year
after therapy initiation but also demonstrated
how the impact changed over time. Savings in
medical costs associated with the use of VAR
versus the NRT patch were found after the first
3 months following therapy initiation. This is
consistent with the effectiveness of VAR found
in clinical trials and population studies. In the
Evaluating Adverse Events in a Global Smoking
Cessation Study (EAGLES), the largest clinical
trial on smoking-cessation treatments (n = 8144
smokers), patients treated with VAR achieved
higher abstinence rates at week 12 than those
on a nicotine patch, bupropion, or placebo [42].
Based on data from a smoking-cessation pro-
gram in the US, smokers using VAR compared
with NRT were more likely to be abstinent at 3
and 6 months after selecting the therapy. In our
study, savings in medical costs generally offset
the high pharmacy costs in the VAR cohort,
which was reflected by similar or lower total
costs associated with the use of VAR versus the
NRT patch; this observation remained
stable from Q2 to the end of 1 year of follow-up.
This finding supports an opportunity to further
evaluate the longer-term economic impact
associated with initiating and using smoking-
cessation pharmacotherapies.

The overall impact during the year after
therapy initiation varied based on level of
adherence to the index therapies. VAR initia-
tors, regardless of their adherence level to index
therapy, had higher annual SA total costs than
NRT patch initiators, despite their savings in
medical costs; however, they had lower annual
all-cause total costs. Among patients with
adherent use of index therapies, the differences
in SA and all-cause total costs were not statisti-
cally significant between cohorts. A published
study has shown that the effectiveness of VAR is
associated with medication adherence. Liber-
man et al. examined smoking status among

VAR initiators from a regional healthcare sys-
tem in the US [22]. Their study sample con-
tained 24% (n = 359) adherent users who
completed a 3-month course of therapy with at
least 80% of drug supplied days, 29% (n = 295)
partially adherent users with\80% of drug
supplied days, and 56% (n = 823) non-adherent
users, who were prescribed VAR but never filled
the claim. In their study, adherent users of VAR
were almost twice as likely to achieve sustained
smoking cessation compared with non-adher-
ent users, while the quitting rate was similar
between partially adherent users and non-ad-
herent users. Consistent with their findings, our
results showed that savings in annual SA med-
ical costs offset higher pharmacy costs among
adherent users of VAR versus the NRT patch,
leading to statistically insignificant differences
in annual SA total costs between cohorts; this,
however, was not observed in the initiator
population, where patients had various levels of
adherence. In our study, where data were from
various healthcare payers across the US, only a
small proportion of patients were identified as
adherent users (18.5% among VAR initiators
and 7.8% among NRT patch initiators). Thus,
findings in our study suggested the need to
improve adherence to smoking-cessation ther-
apies among patients treated in US general
practices. It is possible that the sample size of
the adherent population in our study may not
be able to detect statistical significance in the
differences between cohorts. Thus, further
analysis is needed to confirm the economic
benefit of improving adherence in smoking-
cessation therapies.

This study implemented a two-part regres-
sion model to analyze economic outcomes,
which can handle the large proportion of
patients with zero costs while providing more
insights into the utilization process [43]. Coef-
ficients of the regressions (results will be pro-
vided upon request) showed that patients in the
VAR cohort were more likely to incur any
medical costs (SA and all-cause) in Q1 than
those in the NRT patch cohort; however, among
those with any medical costs, the VAR cohort
incurred a lower amount. When stratified by
healthcare settings, VAR initiators were more
likely to have any outpatient costs but less likely
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to have any inpatient/ER costs (SA and all-
cause) in Q1, and, given any costs, they had a
lower amount of outpatient costs and similar
inpatient/ER costs as NRT patch initiators. This
implies that VAR initiators may seek more ser-
vices to monitor smoking cessation during the
treatment course (usually 3 months). In Q2–Q4,
the VAR cohort had a lower chance of incurring
any medical costs and, given costs incurred, a
lower amount. Similar patterns were found in
the adherent population.

The robustness of our findings was tested
through propensity score matching to control
for potential confounding. The results from the
matched cohorts were consistent with the main
analysis: use of VAR versus the NRT patch was
associated with lower SA and all-cause medical
costs, lower all-cause total costs, and higher SA
total costs during the year after therapy initia-
tion. In general, findings in the main analysis
hold in the sensitivity analyses despite varying
the analytical approach and study population;
differences in some cost outcomes between
cohorts may become statistically insignificant
in the sensitivity analyses due to a smaller
sample size.

There was mixed evidence on how using
VAR affected SA total costs. In the initiator
population, annual SA total costs associated
with the use of VAR versus the NRT patch were
higher in the main analysis but were similar
between matched cohorts with at least
12 months of follow-up; in the adherent popu-
lation, the difference between cohorts was not
statistically significant in the main analysis, but
the VAR cohort had higher annual SA total costs
than the matched NRT patch cohort with at
least 12 months of follow-up. Further analysis is
needed to explore this issue.

Comparative studies on smoking-cessation
therapies have focused on effectiveness and/or
clinical endpoints. Evidence from the US was
based on specific smoking-cessation programs
or local health centers [16, 19, 25]. Outside of
the US, a prospective cohort study, which
obtained electronic medical records from 654
general practices across the UK, was conducted
to compare long-term effects of VAR versus NRT
[44]. Smoking abstinence, mortality, and other
clinical endpoints were examined for up to

4 years among more than 200,000 patients
prescribed VAR (approximately 32%) or NRT in
primary settings. Results showed that patients
initiating VAR were more likely to be abstinent
than those initiating NRT from 3 months to
4 years of follow-up, and the effectiveness of
VAR did not change by socioeconomic position
[27]. Patients prescribed VAR also had a lower
frequency of primary care visits than those on
NRT (evaluated every 3 months during the
4 years following initial prescription), but the
risks of mortality, hospitalization, or primary
care diagnosis of myocardial infarction or
COPD were similar between users of the two
therapies [18]. Using national US data, our
study found that the use of VAR versus the NRT
patch was associated with lower outpatient and
inpatient/ER costs during the year after therapy
initiation. This suggests that the effectiveness of
VAR could have a more substantial economic
impact in the US than in the UK due to differ-
ences in healthcare systems.

This study is subject to several limitations.
First, out-of-pocket purchases of over-the-
counter (OTC) NRT products are not captured
in the claims data. Thus, combination therapy
of VAR and OTC NRT cannot be identified.
Clinical trials have shown better efficacy of VAR
in combination with NRT than VAR alone [45];
however, an analysis of patients who attended
tobacco treatment programs in Canada showed
a similar abstinence rate among dual VAR and
NRT users, dual NRT users, and single NRT users
[23]. With mixed results in the literature and
unknown patterns of prescription and OTC
NRT, the expected real-world impact of the
unbalanced missing information is uncertain.
Besides the OTC drug use, other unobserved
confounding is possible. Second, administrative
claims data are primarily collected for purposes
other than research, and the analysis is con-
strained by possible coding errors and missing
data. Notably, smoking-cessation counseling
outside of claims was not captured. Third, the
database contained information from US Com-
mercial and Medicare Supplemental popula-
tions, which may not be generalizable to the
entire US population of smokers using smoking-
cessation therapies. Given these limitations, the
study results can only be interpreted within the
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context of use of smoking-cessation therapies
adjudicated through pharmacy claims, and no
casual relationships can be established.

CONCLUSIONS

Lower medical costs (SA and all-cause) associ-
ated with use of VAR, as compared to the NRT
patch, were found as early as 3 months after
therapy initiation. In the first year after therapy
initiation, the savings in medical costs poten-
tially offset the higher pharmacy costs of VAR
versus the NRT patch among adherent users.
Additionally, the initiation of VAR was associ-
ated with lower all-cause total healthcare costs
than the NRT patch.
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